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Windows Sysinternals Administrator's ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		The Sysinternals Suite is a set of over 70 advanced diagnostic and troubleshooting utilities
		for the Microsoft Windows platform written by me—Mark Russinovich—and Bryce Cogswell.
		Since Microsoft’s acquisition of Sysinternals in 2006, these utilities have been available for
		free download from...
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Getting Started with JUCEPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of the JUCE framework to start developing applications


	Overview

	
		Begin developing user interfaces in code or with a graphical editor
	
		Build and run the Introjucer tool
	
		Create a JUCE project with the Introjucer tool



	In Detail

...
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Installing and Administering Linux, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An indispensable working resource for IT professionals moving to Linux-based network systems
More and more companies are now using Linux as their server operating system of choice. That’s because the costs are lower, there’s a greater amount of flexibility, and the code is much more reliable. As a result, there is a bigger demand...
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Microsoft Visual Basic: Developer's WorkshopMicrosoft Press, 1998

	The authors of this guide present a smorgasbord of tips and techniques for Visual Basic developers. The first part details the new features of Visual Basic 6 and lays out conventions for clear and productive programming style. However, these important preliminary discussions are covered in only two quick chapters, and most of the book is...
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Android Forensics: Investigation, Analysis and Mobile Security for Google AndroidSyngress Publishing, 2011


	The Android mobile platform has quickly risen from its first phone in October 2008

	to the most popular mobile operating system in the world by early 2011. The

	explosive growth of the platform has been a significant win for consumers with

	respect to competition and features. However, forensic analysts and security engineers

	have...
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International Project ManagementAcademic Press, 2002
International Project Management provides specific guidelines for achieving greater project success. It is the result of 15 years of work on international projects by the authors across various project areas and industries. The authors address a need for modern techniques in project management geared and suited to international...
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Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server 2001 Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2001
Welcome to the Microsoft® SharePoint™ Portal Server 2001 Resource  Kit. This resource kit is designed for people who want helpful tips, advanced  techniques, and useful tools and samples to enhance their work with SharePoint  Portal Server. 

If you are responsible for administering or designing SharePoint Portal...
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Mobile First BootstrapPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know the basics of Bootstrap this book will show you how to use it for websites that start from a mobile perspective. Create sites that are user-friendly for all mobile devices.


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the essentials of mobile-first development with Bootstrap
	
		Understand the entire...
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Enterprise Mac Managed PreferencesApress, 2010

	Many systems administrators on the Mac need a way to manage machine configuration after initial setup and deployment. Apple’s Managed Preferences system (also known as MCX) is under-documented, often misunderstood, and sometimes outright unknown by sys admins. MCX is usually deployed in conjunction with an OS X server, but it can also...
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The Internet of Things: Key Applications and ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An all-in-one reference to the major Home Area Networking, Building Automation and AMI protocols, including 802.15.4 over radio or PLC, 6LowPAN/RPL, ZigBee 1.0 and Smart Energy 2.0, Zwave, LON, BACNet, KNX, ModBus, mBus, C.12 and DLMS/COSEM, and the new ETSI M2M system level standard. In-depth coverage of Smart-grid and EV charging use...
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Unix Unleashed: Internet EditionSams Publishing, 1997
The first edition of Unix Unleashed provided a thick, comprehensive guide to the basic tools of the Unix trade, covering everything from system administration to the windowing system to the compiler environments. The guide also featured information on other tools, such as the vi editor, the command shells, the AWK, PERL, C and C++...
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Practical Guide to Linux Commands, Editors, and Shell Programming, A (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	For use with all versions of Linux, including Ubuntu,™ Fedora,™ openSUSE,™ Red Hat,® Debian, Mandriva, Mint, and now OS X, too!

	
		
			Get more done faster, and become a true Linux guru by mastering the command line! 

	
	...
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